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Breaking News:
Water detected on Moon's sunlit surface

• NASA announced Mon 26th 
that water molecules have been
detected in the soil of the 
sunlit surface of the Moon.
– detected by infra-red telescope
aboard the SOFIA airborne observatory

• Hitherto water has been detected
in shadows of deep craters 
and suspected elsewhere
– but was it H2O or OH (hydroxyl)?

– now confirmed as H2O found in the crater Clavius

• Implications for future manned missions and lunar bases
– only 100-400 parts per million, 12 oz bottle in cubic metre of regolith, 
100x less than that in Sahara Desert, but still a bonus 1 billion litres!

Credit: NASA



Osiris-Rex grabs material from Bennu

• OSIRIS-REx has been 
surveying near-Earth asteroid 
Bennu for 2 years

• landing task very difficult 
because of rubble-pile terrain

• touch-and-go landing, lasting 
just 6 seconds, using blow 
and suck to disturb surface 
material then scoop it up

• target was 60 grams, else 2nd attempt would be made

• intention was to measure amount using torque

• collector so full that NASA will forego measurement and 
prioritise stowing collector bin preparatory to Earth return 

Credit: NASA



Osiris-Rex grabs material from Bennu

On board camera shows sampler head, with diaphragm 
wedged open and about 10 grams of material escaping

Credit: NASA



Mars graces our evening skies

Credit: David Arditti



Misc SpaceX News
• Three more batches of Starlinks launched

– October 6th, 18th & 24th 

– Just one launch scheduled for November

• Three Merlin engines test fired in Starship 
prototype 
– Prototype SN8 has three methane-fuelled Raptors

– is being fitted with nose cone and fins

– expected to reach 15 kilometres

• Next Crew Dragon mission to ISS slips back from 
Oct 31st to “early-to-mid” November
– Crew-1 mission delayed following a problem with the 

Merlin engine on a Falcon 9 launch on 2nd October

– fuel pump pressure rise abort 2 secs before launch     



Misc ISS News Items
• Soyuz docks at ISS on Weds 21st with new crew

‒ 2x Russian cosmonauts plus 1x NASA astronaut

‒ record breaking docking, only 3 hrs 3 mins after launch

‒ final NASA-booked seat on Soyuz
• NASA has paid Russia an average $56.3 M for each of 71 

seats on Soyuz since retiring the Shuttle

‒ previous crew returned safely a week later after 196 
day mission, landing in Kazakhstan 

• Year long air leak finally tracked down using tea leaves!

‒ problem had been narrowed down to Russian habitat

‒ released a few tea-bag leaves, monitored by CCTV 

• November 2nd is 20th anniversary of continuous manned 
occupation of ISS



British Nobel Prize
• Sir Roger Penrose, a mathematical 

physicist, has won the Nobel Prize
for Physics

• In 1965 he proved that Black Holes
are a natural consequence of 
Einstein's Theory of Relativity

‒ he later worked with Steven Hawking

• The Nobel Prize was shared with two 
other researchers, Andrea Ghez and Reinhard Genzel

• They collaborated in identifying the super-massive Black 
Hole at the centre of the Milky Way, Sagittarius A 

‒ studying the motions of stars orbiting it or passing 
nearby and calculating its mass 



Artists impression: Image: ESA

Black Hole seen “spaghettifying”a star

• For the first time a star has 
been identified in the process
of “spaghettification”

• This is when its atmosphere
is stripped off, compressed
and stretched into thin streams 
by the immense gravitational pull of the Black Hole 
‒ The material being dragged into the Black Hole gets heated to an 

enormous temperature which is visible as a huge flaring of light

‒ In the past this has been mostly obscured to observers because of 
intervening gas and dust clouds  

• This “Tidal Disruption Event” was observed over a six 
month period by the European Southern Observatory. 

• Because it was caught early and is only 215 M LY  away 
the process could be studied using different instruments.



What's Up!
For November 2020 



The November
 Night Sky

As at 10 p.m.
mid-month
mid-month



Sun & Moon in November

• Last Quarter 8th

• New Moon 15th

• First Quarter 22nd

• Full Moon 30th

Sun Moon

1st Rise 06.55 17.14

Set 16.34 08.40

15th Rise 07.20 07.24

Set 16.13 16.35

30th Rise 07.43 16.55

Set 16.07 08.45



What’s Up - Planets

• Mercury  
‒ Visible as a morning object all month, very low in ESE, 

brightening from mag +1.5 to -0.4 on 10th when it rises 2 
hours before the Sun

• Venus
– Venus remains a spectacular morning object at magnitude 

-3.9 in the ESE.  At the start of the month it rises 3½ hours 
before the Sun, but by the end of the month this has 
decreased to 2hrs 40 mins.

• Mars
– Still good all this month in the South but Mars is now just 

past its best, dimming from magnitude -2.1 at start to -1.1 
at end.



What’s Up - Planets
• Jupiter
– Jupiter remains in our evening skies all month at mag -2.0
   easily spotted in the South West   . 

• Saturn
– Closing in on Jupiter, low just to the West of South as 
   evening falls, at mag +0.9.  The two planets will be just
   over 2°apart by month end.

•  Uranus 
–  Well positioned in the South, a binocular object 

• Neptune
– Visible all night long, well placed, but telescope needed.
  



Astronomical Phenomena in November

• 5th      In the early hours the Moon will move through the
           lower part of the open cluster M35 in Gemini 

• 12th   Peak of the Northern Taurid Meteor Shower.  Low
           theoretical max of only 5 per hour, 

• 15th  Another weak meteor shower peaks tonight, the
           Aurigids with a theoretical max of 8 per hour  
• 17th Peak of the Leonid Meteor Shower, theoretical max 
          of 20 per hour.  Some also occurring on 18th

• 18/19th The Moon is close to Jupiter and Saturn

• 26th The Moon is just 5°from Mars



Meetings at Local Societies

• Given the current Covid-19 situation, all physical 
meetings at our local astronomical societies have 
been cancelled until further notice, some continue 
via Zoom for paid-up members.

• You might like however to see their websites for 
items of interest:
– Guildford AS          http://www.guildfordas.org/

– Farnham AS          https://www.farnham-as.co.uk/

– Croydon AS          http://www.croydonastro.org.uk/

– Ewell AS          https://ewellastronomy.org/

– Walton AG          http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk/



Meetings & talks on-line
• You might find this free Zoom session of interest:

– Society for Popular Astronomy: Webinar
– Saturday 31st October at 2.00 pm

–  https://www.popastro.com/main_spa1/meetings-and-
    events/forthcoming-meetings/

– Main talk: “Exploring an Ever-changing Universe”

• Prof Andy Newsam, Liverpool John Moores University

– Plus two further short talks

• November's Night Sky, Robin Scagell

• The Cape York Meteorite, Bob Mizon

– (will also be available via SPA's YouTube Channel)



Meetings & talks on-line
• More free Zoom sessions of interest:

– British Astronomical Association: Zoom webinars
–  “Video meteor detection & spectroscopy”

– Wednesday 11th November at 7.00 - 8.00 pm
• BAA Meteor Section members

• https://www.britastro.org/node/24216

– “The Early History of Astrophotography”

– Saturday 21st November at 2.30 - 4.00 pm
• Dr Geoff Belknap, National Science and Media Museum, 

Bradford

• https://www.britastro.org/node/2176

– (Both will also be available via BAA's YouTube Channel)



On-line talks and virtual observing events throughout the week
Details at www.astronomyweek.org.uk



Meetings & talks on-line

• You can also pay £3.00 to watch this on-line 
talk run by GoSpaceWatch: (book via Eventbrite)

– “The Clearest View - the Search for Life on Mars”
– Nicholas Booth

– Wednesday 14th November, 7.00 - 10.00 pm

– www.gospacewatch.co.uk/



Astronomy on TV

The Sky at Night    “Beyond Venus”

Following the news about possible signs of microbial life in 
the clouds of Venus, the team report on the discovery from 
the Royal Observatory Greenwich. Chris and Maggie find 
out about further research and look into the wider search 
for life in the Solar System, focusing on Mars, Titan, 
Enceladus and Europa, as well as biological signatures on 
planets orbiting distant stars

Sunday    8th    November   BBC 4, 10.00 pm
Thursday     12th  November   BBC 4, 7.30 pm 




